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asake mr. money with the vibe album review. asake mmwtv is a hybrid of street-inspired and soulful-
party tune with mmwtv, his first album, trendybeatz wrote about how this album solidifies asake as a
party king. revealing how his little secret lies in how much he calls for your participation in his songs.

that call-and-response not only demands one to become a part of the music and contribute ones
vocal quota, but it also makes it larger than life and makes everything become an anthem. with the
next album, asake established himself as an artist worthy of the title king of reggae and a powerful
force in the world of hip hop as well. the album is very similar in sound to his prior releases, but this
time asake goes even further, combining the rhythmic sounds of street dancehall with the feel good

sound of party tunes. asake writes with a lyrical sensibility, that in some ways, is reminiscent of
contemporary r&b artists. on this album, asake has created a framework for his rhymes, creating a

unique sound, that he uses to challenge himself. this album is a continuation of the theme of his
previous two albums, yet it stands as an independent work in that asake is no longer attempting to
fit into a musical niche. he is no longer a party king, yet he wants you to dance and be a part of his
music. on i still believe, lucky reaffirms the strength of his religion and his belief in the knowledge of
god. you cant stop the love of god because you dont need to. it is a song for his country of birth, for
his people, and for the audience that appreciates his music. the album, i still believe is a tribute to

one of the greatest south african musicians who died in 1989.
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lies in how much he calls for your
participation in his songs. that call-and-

response not only demands one to become
a part of the music and contribute ones

vocal quota, but it also makes it larger than
life and makes everything become an

anthem. lucky had a vision of a colorblind
society. hurt by the injustices heaped on
him by the apartheid system, he was not

bitter. instead, he sought solution through
his lyrics and in the process, risked his life
to tell the truth. at a time when to sing the
word apartheid was dangerous, let alone to
criticize the government, lucky became the

first black artist played on a white radio
station, with the initially banned together
as one title track. it is with great sorrow

that this family must confirm the death of
lucky dube, respected musician, activist,
and brother of eucaliptus. we as a family

are saddened that we have lost our brother
and sister. he was a great talent and we

will miss him as the world weeps. we urge
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people to please respect our privacy at this
very difficult time. we thank all those who
have supported us throughout our tragedy

and our struggle. the music and the
messages we shared remain with us to this
day. please respect our family's privacy at

this time, and in the meantime, if you
would like to help us in any way, please

contact dubeluckypay@gmail.com.
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